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Does space matter?
The ‘award-winning’ custom-made’, versus the ‘commercially successful, mass-
produced’ Greek-Cypriot house

Christakis Chatzichristou1; Elias Kranos2

ABSTRACT

The paper compares the spatial characteristics of what could be considered as two diametrically
opposite types of houses: the ‘award-winning, custom-made’ house and the ‘commercially successful,
mass-produced’ house in Cyprus. The first type is the product of the collaboration between specific
clients and a specific architect. Furthermore, they have been officially distinguished as exemplary
pieces of architecture by the state or other organized professional body. The second type is not
designed for a specific client but is a popular choice amongst those who prefer to buy a house through
a developer. The houses in the first category are not only singled out in order to give praise to those
involved in its production but, perhaps more importantly, to influence what the local society sees as
quality architecture. The houses in the second category are mainly designed in order to persuade
potential buyers and bring in the maximum of profit. And while the differences or similarities between
the two groups may be found with respect to the aesthetic, the bioclimatic or the economic aspect, the
analysis reported here focuses on comparing the spatial characteristics of the two house groups. The
two samples analysed are respectively comprised of fourteen award-winning houses (six of which
have received the Cyprus State Architecture Award and the other eight have been selected for the
Mies van Der Rohe competition) and fourteen of the best-selling models offered by the most
successful developer companies on the island. The spatial analysis performed focuses on the
following spatial characteristics: permeability of the spatial configuration according to integration
values; the depth of the main function spaces from the formal and the informal entrances; analysis of
the justified graph; the ratio of transition/function spaces in the interior of the house; visual layering
(skewering of spaces, depth and shape of visual layering, degree of openness of the main functions);
and visibility graph analysis (VGA). Despite some differences and some similarities, neither of the
types exhibits a strong spatial genotype. This could be either because the designers are unable to
consciously manipulate the spatial configuration of their proposal, or because the main aim in both
cases but with a different client in mind, is to gain acceptance through experimentation and innovation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The study presented here compares the spatial characteristics of two groups of houses that could be
seen as diametrically different since they are produced by different setups and procedures and are
evaluated differently by different bodies and groups after they are produced. The first group is
comprised of fourteen award-winning, custom-made houses, while the second group is comprised of
fourteen commercially-successful, mass-produced houses. The sample of the award-winning houses
consists of fourteen family houses designed by Cypriot architects; six have been awarded the State
Award for Architecture while eight have been shortlisted for the Mies Van der Rohe Competition. The
State Architecture Awards started in 1992 while the Mies Van der Rohe awards started in 1988 and
became the official European Architecture Awards in 2001. Cyprus participated for the first time in
1996. Nominated vacation houses or renovations of traditional houses have been excluded from the
analysis. The second sample is comprised of fourteen houses offered for sale by established
developers in Cyprus. They are taken to be the counterpart of the award-winning houses in that they
are the ‘best’ in their category: commercially-successful, but mass-produced (Figure 1).

Figure1. On the left side - Award-Winning Houses – On the right side Developers’ Houses

Any person, whether a professional architect, a disinterested observer or a person planning to built or
buy a house, perhaps inevitably thinks of these two types of houses as quite different in quality and in
essence. The main issue addressed in the present analysis is: Does space really matter in giving these
two apparently quite different groups of houses their distinct identity? To answer such a question we
need to examine the different parameters that influence the spatial identity of each house and then see
if the houses in each group tend to have similar characteristics which are different from those found
common between the houses in the other group. In other words, what we are looking for is the
presence of a distinctly different spatial genotype for each group of houses. The spatial characteristics
analysed are: permeability of the spatial configuration according to integration values; the depth of the
main function spaces from the formal and the informal entrances; analysis of the justified graph; the
ratio of transition/function spaces in the interior of the house; visual layering (skewering of spaces,
depth and shape of visual layering, degree of openness of the main functions); visibility graph
analysis (VGA).
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2. DATASETS AND METHODS

The spatial qualities examined in the present research are the visual layering and the visibility and
integration values of the main common family spaces. The main functions considered in the analysis
are: the entrance hall (EH); the kitchen (K); the dining room (D) in cases where a single space is
offered for dining services, or the informal dining room (ID) and the formal dining room (FD) when
such distinction is made; the living room (L), or the informal living room (IL) and the formal living
room (FL) when such distinction is made. The part of the research dealing with the visual relationship
between the spaces focuses on the area that encloses only the above main social functions of the house.
Sectors containing secondary functions such as utility rooms, offices, second/informal kitchens, and
bedrooms were not included in the analysis. Still, the presence of any peculiarity regarding a specific
house has been taken into consideration if and when ignoring such a feature would influence the
results significantly.

The first part of the research is dealing with the spatial layering of the functions. The social sector of
the house is simply divided into fat function/spaces while any adjacent transition space which is
visually connected to one of the main function/space is considered as part of that function/space. In
other words the proposed convex break-up differentiates itself from the usual method of dividing the
area of the house into the smallest number of the fattest convex spaces (Hanson, 2003) since it takes
into consideration only the functions hosted in each space (Hadjichristos, 2003, Monteiro, 1997)
(what is referred here as function/spaces) and by seeing a transition space as part of a main
function/space. In both samples the function/space breakup is based on the architectural plans
proposed by the architects.

Each function/space is considered as a rectangle in plan, having four vertical planes and two
horizontal (floor and ceiling) through which it can connect with its adjacent function/spaces. This
method clearly deviates from the classic isovist (Benedikt, 1979) or visibility analyses. Instead of
considering a 360-degree visual field, its focus is in finding which spaces are visually layered when
looking from a specific function/space in a specific direction. The results describe the visual layering
characteristics of the function/spaces in each house, the role of each function/space across the sample,
as well as changes in each of the two groups of houses over time.

The questions to be answered include: which spaces are more layered than others? How deep is the
layering? What shape does the layering of spaces tend to take? Which spaces act as visual pivots in
these shapes? Are there any noticeable changes regarding this aspect through time? How similar or
different are the two samples regarding these spatial qualities?

The second part of the research uses the depthmapX software (Varoudis, 2012) to perform a Visibility
Graph Analysis limited only to the area that encloses the main social functions of the house. The plan
is divided according to the procedure described above and the resulting function/spaces are classified
according to their visual integration value.

Finally, an integration analysis is performed (Hillier and Hanson, 1984, Hillier, 2007). The plan is
divided into convex spaces the orthodox way, including the interior transition spaces, utility rooms,
bedrooms, the verandas and the main transition spaces used for the circulation in the exterior. The
degree of integration of the main function/paces is calculated and used to rank them in an attempt to
see if they fall into a spatial genotype.

3. RESULTS

3.1 A first glance at the plans
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Figure2. Award-Winning Houses - Function break up, (deep red = formal spaces, light red = informal spaces,
yellow = single dining or living spaces)
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Figure3. Developers’ Houses - Function break up, (deep red = formal spaces, light red = informal spaces,
yellow = single dining or lining spaces)
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Figure 2 and figure 3 show the function break-up of the plan of the houses, highlighting the formal
and informal function/spaces. A glance at these break-ups allows for the detection of the existence of
formal and informal sectors and their degree of openness. It can thus be seen that:

Two of the fourteen award-winning houses have each function/space in a separate room, three houses
are open plan and the remaining nine houses are falling somewhere in-between. In the developers’
sample, the majority of the houses are also falling somewhere between the two extremes with only the
two of the fourteen houses, the most recent of the sample, having an open-plan layout. Both formal
and informal dining and living spaces (FD, ID, FL, IL) are found in eight of the fourteen award-
winning houses and in six of the fourteen developers’ houses. In seven of these eight cases of award
winning houses there is a spatial and visual separation between the formal and the informal function
spaces. This is found in only two of the six cases in the Developers’ houses group.

3.2.Vertical layering of space
The results, shown in tabular form below (table 1), reveal that this phenomenon is probably not
popular amongst Cypriot architects since in both samples only three of the fourteen houses have a
main function with double height which connects the ground floor with the upper bedroom level
(award-winning houses: house5(EH), house6(FD), house12(L) – developers’ houses: house6(EH),
house7(FD), house13(IL)).

function/space connected vertically with upper level EH FL IL L FD ID D K
Award-Winning Houses 1 - - 1 1 - - -

Developers’ Houses 1 - 1 - 1 - - -

Table 1. Vertical layering of space

3.3. ‘Synchorizing’ more than one function in one space
In award-winning houses, there are five cases where two functions coexist in the same space (and not
next to each other). In two of the houses the functions involved are the IL and the ID while in the
other three houses it is the ID and the K. In the developers’ houses, in eight cases two
functions/spaces are synchorized. In six cases the functions involved are the K and the ID; in one case
the IL and the D; and in one case the EH and the D. In both samples and in all thirteen cases, one of
the spaces involved is the ID (table2).

function/spaces EH FL IL L FD ID D K

Award-Winning Houses - - 2 - - 6 - 4

Developers’ Houses 1 - 1 - - 6 2 6

Table 2. ‘Synchorizing’ more than one function in one space

3.4. Number of sides of a function/space open
Each of the four sides of a function space can score a zero (0.0) or one point (1.0). Thus, the
cumulative score for a function/space is 0-4 points. All the values of the function/spaces related to a
single house are added together and divided by the total number of function/spaces multiplied by four.
A value of 1.0 for a house would mean that all of its function/spaces have all four sides open. Table 3
shows the value of openness for each function/space, as well as for each house (regarding all its main
function/spaces):
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Award-
Winning
Houses

L FL IL D FD ID K EH total no. of
free sides

openness
ratio
of each
house

1. - 1 2 - 1 3 1 2 10 \ 24 0.42

2. - 1 1.5 - 1 1.66 0.66 3 (2.5) 8.32\ 24 0.35

3. - 1 1.5* - 1 1.5* 2 1 8 \ 24 0.33

4. - 1 0 1 - - 1 1 4 \ 20 0.2

5. - 0 2 - 1 1 1 1 6 \ 24 0.25

6. - 1 1* - 1 1* 1 - 5 \ 20 0.25

7. - 2 1 - 1 1 1 2 8 \ 24 0.33

8. - 1 0 - 1 1 1 2 6 \ 24 0.25

9. 1.5 - - 2 - - 1 2 8 \ 16 0.41

10. 1 - - - 1 1* 1* 0 4 \ 20 0.2

11. - 0 1 - 0 1* 1* - 3 \ 20 0.15

12. 1 - - - 2 0* 0* 1 4 \ 20 0.2

13. 2 - - - 2 2 1 1 8 \ 20 0.4

14. 1 - - 3 - - 1 1 6 \ 16 0.38
openness
ratio for
each

function/
space

6.5/20 8\36 10\36 6\12 12\44 14.16
\44

13.66 \
56

16.5\
48 average op. ratio

of the house 0.29

0.33 0.22 0.28 0.5 0.27 0.32 0.24 0.34

Developers’
Houses L FL IL D FD ID K EH total no. of

free sides

openness
ratio
of each
house

1. 1.5 - - 1 - - 0 1 3.5\16 0.22

2. 1 - - - 1.5 0.33* 0.33* 1.5 4.66\20 0.23

3. - 0.66 1 - 1 0* 0* 3 5.66\20 0.24

4. - 1.5 2* 2* - - 1 1 7.5\20 0.38

5. - 1 0.5 - 1 0* 0* 3 5.5\24 0.23

6. - 1 1.66 - 2.33 1.33 2 1 9.32\24 0.39

7. - 1 2 - 2 1* 1* 1 8\24 0.33

8. 1 - - 2 - - 1 0 4\16 0.25

9. 1 - - 1.66 - - 1 1.66 5.32\16 0.33

10. 0.5 - - - 1.5 0* 0* 1 3\20 0.15

11. - 2 1 1* - - 0 1* 5\20 0.25

12. - 2 2 - 2 1 1 2 10\24 0.42

13. - 1 2 - 2 1* 1* 1* 8\24 0.33

14. 1 - - - 2.33 1* 1* 0.5 5.83\20 0.29
openness
ratio for
each

function/
space

6/24 10.16
/32

12.15
\32

7.66
\20

15.66
\36

5.66
\36

9.33
\56

18.66
\56 average op. ratio

of the house
0.290.25 0.32 0.38 0.38 0.43 0.16 0.17 0.33

synchorized spaces*

Table 3. Number of free sides of each function according to visual layering methodology, measuring each house separately

The maximum openness value for a house in both groups is 0.42, the minimum is 0.15 and the
average is 0.29. No trend can be detected between the older and the newer houses in either samples.
The ranking for the award-winning group is:
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D(0.5) > EH(0.34) ≥ L(0.33) ≥ ID(0.32) > IL(0.28) ≥ FD(0.27) > K(0.24) > FL(0.22),

while the corresponding ranking for the developers group is:

FD(0.43) > D(0.38) = IL(0.38) > EH(0.33) ≥ FL(0.32) > L(0.25) > K(0.17) ≥ ID(0.16).

Despite the observed similarity in the averages for the houses above, the overall openness average of
each function/space across each sample does reveal differences between the two groups, yet no clear
trends can be detected.

3.5. Visual Depth from each function/space
The results for this part of the research are presented analytically in table 4:

Award-Winning Houses Developers’ Houses

function
/space

visual depth
average ratio function

/space

visual depth
average ratio

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

L / 5 - 2 3 - 8\5 1.6 L / 6 - 4 2 - 8\6 1.33

FL / 9 2 5 2 - 9\9 1 FL / 8 - 4 4 - 12\8 1.5

lL / 9 2 5 2 - 9\9 1 lL / 8 - 6 2 - 10\8 1.25

D / 3 - 3 - - 3\3 1 D / 5 - 3 2 - 7\5 1.4

FD / 11 1 6 5 - 14\11 1.3 FD / 9 - 7 2 - 11\9 1.2

ID / 11 1 8 1 1 13\11 1.2 ID / 9 3 4 2 - 8\9 0.9

K / 14 1 10 3 - 16\14 1.1 K / 14 5 7 2 - 11\14 0.8

EH / 12 1 9 2 - 13\12 1.1 EH / 14 1 10 3 - 16\14 1.1

total 8 48 17 1 85/74 1.2 total 9 45 19 - 83\73 1.2

Table 4. Total visual depth per function/space

In the award-winning group of houses the maximum depth from any function/space is 3, reached only
once. From the seventy-four function/spaces (nested function/spaces are counted twice), eight reach
depth 0, forty eight reach depth1, seventeen reach depth 2 and one reaches depth3. The average visual
depth value which describes the sample of the award-winning houses is 1.2 and the visual depth ratio
for each function/space is: L(1.6)>FD(1.3)>ID(1.2)>K(1.1)=EH(1.1)>FL(1)=IL(1)=D(1). The ID, the
D, the K, and the EH tend to have a depth of 1.

In the Developers’ houses the maximum depth from any function/space is 2, reached nineteen times.
From the seventy three function/spaces nine reach depth 0, forty five reach depth 1, nineteen reach
depth 2 and none reaches depth 3. The average visual depth value which describes the sample of the
developers’ houses is 1.2 and the visual depth ratio for each function/space is:
FL(1.5)>D(1.4)>L(1.33)>IL(1.25)>FD(1.2)>EH(1.1)>ID(0.9)>K(0.8).
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3.6. The shape of the layered arrangement

Figure 4. Award-Winning Houses - Shape of visually layered arrangements
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Figure 5. Developers’ Houses - Shape of visually layered arrangements
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Forty-seven different shapes can be detected in the sample of the award-winning houses (Figure 4).
These can be classified into four different types. Twenty-four out of the forty-seven are linear
arrangements involving two or more function/spaces, thirteen are L-shaped involving three or more
function/spaces, six are composed of a function/space enclosed in a room with none of its sides open
to the adjacent spaces, and finally, four out of the forty-seven cases are of a T-arrangement involving
four or more function/spaces. The ID, the FD and the K are more frequently found in linear
arrangements. The space which tends to play the role of the pivot space is the ID. No other trend
involving individual function/spaces or the informal and formal is detected.

Forty-three different shapes are detected in the sample of the developers’ houses (Figure 5). These can
be classified into seven different types. Fifteen are linear arrangements, fourteen are L-shaped, seven
are a room with no side open, four are T-shaped, one could be classified as M-shaped, another is S-
shaped while yet another of the forty-three could be described as G-shaped in that it involves four
function/spaces forming a grid. The space which tends to play the role of the pivot space is the FD
while the ID never appears as the middle or pivot point in this sample. No other trend involving
individual function/spaces or the informal and formal is detected.

3.7. Visibility Graph Analysis
The visual integration values for the award-winning houses seem to be lower than the values for the
developers’ houses. This should be expected since, as already stated, the main function/spaces in the
award-winning houses tend to be spatially configured in sub-sectors while the developers’ houses tend
to be more visually unified. Furthermore and regarding the average visual integration value in both
samples, the open plan houses seem to have much higher visual integration values than the rest of the
houses.

In the award-winning houses, the EH exhibits a clear trend; in half of the houses which form the
oldest houses of the sample, this space is clearly found on the side of the more integrated
function/spaces. In the remaining houses, the EH changes role, becoming visually less connected with
the rest of the main function/spaces. Another function/space in the award-winning houses that changes
role through time is the ID. From being the least integrated function/space in older houses it becomes
the most visually integrated in the more recent ones. The D follows the integration values of the ID.
The FD does not exhibit any trend. The FL and the IL tend to disappear with time, replaced by a
single living space. Regarding their integration values, the FL appears on the side of the less
integrated function/spaces while the IL is found mainly in the middle of the integration value range.
The L lies more on the side of the more integrated function/spaces. Finally, the K may exhibits a trend
towards higher integration values with time but such an assumption is not safe. A general deduction
could be that the formal spaces tend to be on the segregated side while the informal spaces give
scattered results.

In the developers’ houses, the EH does not exhibit any trend. The ID it is constantly found on the side
of the less integrated function/spaces while the D and the FD are found mainly on the side of the most
integrated function/spaces. The FL exists in the middle of the integration value range while the IL
does not exhibit any trend. The L lies more on the side of the more integrated function/spaces. Finally,
the K exhibits a clear trend with ten houses having it as the least integrated function/space and four
houses as the second least integrated function/space. A general deduction would then be that the
formal spaces tend to be on the integrated side while the informal spaces tend to be on the segregated
side.

While keeping in mind the small size of the samples and the not so consistent differences on which
the general deductions were based, a general comment could be that the formal function spaces seem
to be more visually integrated in the developer houses than in the award winning houses, while the
informal spaces tend to be more clearly on the segregated side in the developer houses. Yet, perhaps
the most interesting difference detected between the two samples is the rather stable relative position
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of the function spaces regarding visibility in the developer houses, and the changes in the degree of
visibility in at least two of the function spaces in the award winning houses (the ID becomes more
visually integrated while the EH becomes more segregated with time). Could that imply that the
houses designed with the input of a specific client are more sensitive to changes taking place in the
social?

3.8. Integration analysis
In the award-winning houses group the EH is clearly on the side of the most integrated spaces while
the MB lies on the side of the less integrated spaces. The FL and the FD are more on the side of the
less integrated function/spaces. The FD seems to become more integrated in the more recent houses.
The integration values for the IL tend to be somewhere in the middle of the integration value range.
No clear trend can be detected regarding the formal and informal.

In the developers’ houses the EH is clearly on the side of the most integrated spaces while the MB lies
on the side of the less integrated spaces. The main formal spaces (FL, FD) are more on the side of the
less integrated function/spaces. No clear trend can be detected regarding the formal and informal.

4. CONCLUSIONS

As noted already, there are basically two types of spatial visual layering. The first type could be seen
as ‘synchorizing functions’ since one space accommodates more than one function. The second type
could be described as ‘skewering spaces’ since in this case space/functions are visually connected
horizontally in a row or vertically in a column. Looking at both samples of houses, it is clear that
‘synchorized functions’ are more popular among developers’ houses. It is also worth noting that in all
cases of ‘synchorized functions’ in both samples, the functions involved are informal ones with the ID
present in all cases. The fact that all the ‘synchorized functions’ are informal spaces implies that such
an action reinforces a casual character of the houses with this feature. In that sense, developers’
houses do seem to have more of an informal than formal character. Quite interestingly, in the award-
winning houses the accommodation of two spaces in the same space tends to be a feature of the more
recent houses. It also seems that the ID is connected with many different other spaces through these
spatial arrangements, revealing the adaptable nature of the space.

The second type of spatial layering characterised by the skewering of spaces can be vertical or
horizontal. Vertical layering is not a strong feature in either sample as it appears in only three houses
in each group. When it does occur, a main function/space on the ground floor is connected with the
bedroom sector on the upper floor.

Clearly, horizontal layering is a much stronger feature in both types of houses. Regarding the award-
winning houses, the majority of the function/spaces, almost two thirds, have only one of their four
sides open while one fourth has two sides open. A small number of function/spaces have no sides
open while even less have three sides open. In the developers’ houses the results are slightly different
with half of the function/spaces having only one of its four sides open and one third having two sides
open. The rest of the function/spaces exhibit similar results as the award-winning houses. It therefore
seems that developer’s houses present a more compact house plan with more shared boundaries
between the function/spaces while award winning houses present a more subdivided plan with fewer
shared boundaries between the main function/spaces.

No similarity is displayed between the openness rankings of the two samples of houses. Furthermore,
in neither of the samples do we see a distinction between the formal and the informal function/spaces.
The only function/space that exhibits similar ranking results in both samples is the K by being the
second least open space. Both samples display low openness ratios. Remarkable is the fact that in both
samples the score of the average openness ratio of the house is 0.29 and the average openness ratio of
the function/space is 0.3; no trend can be detected between the older and the newer houses of either of
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the samples. Another aspect of horizontal skewering is how deep, always regarding the number of
function/spaces, is the view from a function/space. Visual layering seems to be shallower than deep
with depth1 being the most frequent count in both samples.

Considering the shape of the arrangement of the layering, the award-winning houses exhibit four
different shape arrangements while developers’ houses exhibit seven. The linear arrangement which is
the most popular arrangement among award-winning houses is noticeably met less frequently in the
developers’ sample. The linear arrangement involving only two function/spaces predominates in the
award-winning houses while the L-arrangement involving three function/spaces and the linear
arrangement involving two or three spaces are the more frequently found arrangements in the
developers’ houses. Quite significantly, even though the developers’ houses tend to exhibit more
complex spatial arrangements, the awarded houses exhibit cumulatively a higher number of different
spatial arrangements per house. No cross arrangements exist in either sample since none of the
function/spaces has all four sides open. Finally, the role of the middle or pivot space is played by the
ID in award-winning houses and by the FD in the developers’ houses.

The previous tools for examining the property of visual layering are taking the function/space as their
unit. The VGA using a much finer grid to define its unit spaces offers different research opportunities.
The formal spaces, together with the K, in the award-winning houses tend to be visually less
integrated. The award-winning houses also tend to present changes through time, an observation
which is not observed among the developers’ houses; always according to VGA, the ID in the award-
winning houses, with the passing of time, tends to become more integrated visually. The FD in the
developers’ houses has a steadily more integrated value while the ID together with the K tend to have
segregated values.

Finally, according to the spatial integration analysis, neither of the samples presents a strong pattern in
the ranking of the integration values of the main functions, reinforcing the general assessment reached
in many of the other sections, namely the absence of a strong spatial genotype.

The information derived from each of the sections above allows for an overall comparison regarding
the spatial characteristics of the two groups of houses. A summary of the results of each section
presented below in tabular form (table 5) will thus be used to arrive at an overall assessment and an
answer to the question posed in the introduction: Do these two groups of houses have a distinctly
different spatial character?

It could therefore be concluded that the houses of the two samples are more different than similar. At
a rather basic level it could be said that the developers’ houses present a more compact house plan
with more shared boundaries between the main function/spaces while the award-winning houses
present a more spread and subdivided plan with fewer shared boundaries between the main
function/spaces. Furthermore, the developers’ houses tend to exhibit more complex spatial
arrangements while the awarded houses exhibit cumulatively more different spatial arrangements per
house. The visibility graph analysis findings also suggest that the houses in the two samples have
different spatial qualities.

It could thus be argued that space may indeed contribute in rendering the two types of houses different.
Still, such an observation does not necessarily validate the general impression that the award winning
houses are of a higher quality than the houses in the developers’ group.
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Existence of trend within each group Degree of
similarity
between the
two groups

Award-Winning Houses Developers’ Houses

Degree of openness
of space

accommodating the
use functions
analyzed

Lower degree of openness

strong presence of feature
(unique to group)

Higher degree of openness

strong presence of feature
(unique to group)

low

Visual and spatial
connection between
formal/informal

sectors

Functional and visual separation
between formal and informal sectors

strong presence of feature
(common for both groups)

Functional and visual separation
between formal and informal sectors

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

low

Vertical layering of
space

Very few houses with vertical layering

strong presence of feature
(common for both groups)

Very few houses with vertical layering

strong presence of feature
(common for both groups)

high

‘Synchorizing’ more
than one function in

one space

ID synchronised with another informal
function

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

ID synchronised with another informal
function

presence of feature
(common for both groups)

medium

Number of sides of a
function/space open

One side open

strong presence of feature
(common for both groups)

One side open

presence of feature
(common for both groups)

medium

Visual Depth from
each function/space

Depth 1

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

Depth 1

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

high

The shape of the
layered arrangement

Linear arrangement

weak presence of feature
(unique to group)

Combination of arrangements

weak presence of feature
(unique to group)

low

Visibility Graph
Analysis

ID becomes more integrated while EH
becomes more segregated with time.

strong presence of feature
(unique to group)

FD highly integrated and K highly
segregated

strong presence of feature
(unique to group)

low

Integration analysis

EH and central vertical circulation are
highly integrated. MB is highly

segregated

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

EH and central vertical circulation are
highly integrated. MB is highly

segregated

weak presence of feature
(common for both groups)

high

Table 5. Cumulative comparison of the spatial characteristics of the two groups
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